Abstract. The algorithm creates a buffer area around the cartographic features of interest in one of the images and compare it with the other one. During the comparison, the algorithm calculates the number of equals and different points and uses it to calculate the statistical values of the analysis. One calculated statistical value is the correctness, which shows the user the percentage of points that were correctly extracted. Another one is the completeness that shows the percentage of points that really belong to the interest feature. And the third value shows the idea of quality obtained by the extraction method, since that in order to calculate the quality the algorithm uses the correctness and completeness previously calculated. All the performed tests using this algorithm were possible to use the statistical values calculated to represent quantitatively the quality obtained by the extraction method executed. So, it is possible to say that the developed algorithm can be used to analyze extraction methods of cartographic features of interest, since that the results obtained were promising.
Introduction
First of all it is necessary to mention the importance of Cartography to the World. Cartography performs many studies measuring Earth spaces, calculating flooded areas and analyzing remote sensing images, for example. Talking specifically about the remote sensing area, it is known the interest of Cartography on these images since the 1970's, when the first commercial satellite was launched to the Earth's orbit [1] . From this moment on many satellites were launched to Earth's orbit aiming to obtain images of our planet.
Thus, Cartographers realized the advantages of the remote sensing images, such as its low cost and, nowadays, good spatial resolution. So they started studies using the images, mainly with the objective of extracting, or detecting, the features that interest and that are present in the image of study. These studies aim to obtain just the target, or feature of interest present in the image. Thus, many algorithms to extract the features were developed over the years.
Having obtained the results of an extraction algorithm, it is extremely important to know the quality obtained on the extraction method. However, literature has just some numbers presented [2] or adaptations of the same numbers implemented by algorithms [3] , [4] . However, the adaptations implemented do not use the buffer area proposed in the metrics [2] .
As mentioned, the quality of analysis of the cartographic features extraction methods is very important and necessary, but there are just a few works that intend to help the Cartographer to find a quality value to the extraction method proposed. Thus, this paper proposes an automatic way to calculate statistical values about the result of an extraction method. The automatic way was possible through an algorithm implementation that aims to calculate the numbers presented in the literature using the buffer area differently of the adaptations found. The paper is organized in five sections. The first one is the subject introduction. The second one shows some definitions that are necessary to understand the applied methodology, which is presented on the third section. Section number four shows the results obtained using an example for this paper. The fifth section presents the paper conclusion.
Theoretical Recital
This section presents some definitions necessary to understand the paper methodology, such as the statistical metrics calculated by the algorithm implemented that aims to evaluate the result of an extraction method.
Statistical Metrics
The evaluation of any automatic system is essential and to evaluate an extraction method it is always necessary a reference image [5] . The reference image is necessary as a perfect model of the result desired by the extraction method. All statistical values are calculated considering that the reference image is the result from a more accurate extraction.
Having the reference image and the resulting image of the extraction method, a comparison between both images can be made. The comparison is made through the creation of a buffer area in the reference image and overlapping the extracted image. Thereby the algorithm can count the number of pixels that are the same in both images and how many of them are different, in other words, how many pixels can be considered errors. After that, the same comparison is made, but this time creating the buffer area in the extracted image overlapping the reference image. Both comparisons described can be simplified by the scheme presented on Figure 1 (Adapted from [2] ).
Figure 1. Comparison between the extracted and the reference images
After the comparison, the statistical values are calculated using the total number of pixels that matched or unmatched during both comparison. The values can be used by the user to evaluate the quality of the extracted method executed and they are presented in the next sections. 
Methodology
The methodology applied by the algorithm consists of obtaining the statistical values presented in the previous section. So, the user has to inform the algorithm of the two images necessary, the reference and the extracted images.
After obtaining both images, the algorithm developed creates the buffer area around the features that interest and that are presented in both images. The buffer area is created following the direction of the interest feature but with one pixel larger than the reference or extracted image. One buffer area is created for each image as previously described.
The next step consists of performing the comparison of the extracted image and the reference image with the buffer area. During this comparison, the algorithm counts the total of pixels that are part of the feature in both images or only in the extracted image, which are denominated matched or unmatched pixels of the extracted image comparison.
Likewise, another comparison is performed using the reference image and the extracted image with the buffer area. So, the algorithm can count the total of pixels that are part of the feature in both images or only in the reference image, which are denominated of matched or unmatched pixels of reference image comparison.
During both comparisons the algorithm creates an image containing the result of the comparison. The result image is composed by black, white and red pixels. The black ones are the background of the image. The white ones are the matched pixels in the comparisons and the red ones are the pixels that are considered errors, in other words, the red pixels are the unmatched pixels in the comparisons.
After performing the comparisons and creating the result images, the algorithm calculates the statistical values presented by the equations 1, 2 and 3. These values allow the user to analyze the extraction method statistically.
Results
In order to test the methodology used by the developed algorithm, a remote sensing image was used. The image is from a river named Tietê that crosses the city of São Paulo, in Brazil. The image used to test the algorithm is presented on Figure 2 . After having the original image, an automatic extraction method was used to extract only the features that interest and that are present in the image. In this case, the interest feature is the river present in the original image. The extraction result is presented on Figure 3 . Following the methodology, on the next step the algorithm creates a buffer area around both images and after that, the comparison is performed. Figure 5 shows the resulting image from the comparison of the extracted image, while Figure 6 shows the result image from the comparison of the reference image. Both images were created by the algorithm during the comparisons and they show the matched pixels in white and pixels that are errors in red. 
Conclusions
Trying to find an automatic way to calculate the statistical values related to the quality of an extraction method, an algorithm was developed to calculate the statistical values and create result images during the comparisons. So the algorithm was able to resolve the limitations of other works, since that this paper shows the results obtained by an algorithm that calculates the statistical values automatically. Furthermore, the algorithm is not restrict so it can be used by anyone. Moreover, the algorithm can calculate the statistical values regardless the type of feature that interests, being it a river, a road or any other desired spot.
The developed algorithm contributes by calculating the statistical values and creating the result images efficiently and quickly. Since it uses binary images to perform the comparisons, reducing the number of possibilities.
The results obtained by the developed algorithm confirm the importance of evaluating an automatic extraction method. Moreover, the algorithm shows efficiency in calculating the statistical values about the quality of the performed extraction method.
All the tests performed in this project were made with remote sensing image, which were the objective of the work. However, it is intended to make studies about the possibility to perform the same methodology and algorithm in other types of images and features.
